Asymmetric kinks bridging two adjacent potential valleys of equal depth but different curvature are unstable against phonon modes. When coupled to a heat bath, a kink-bearing string tends to cross over into the shallower valley; kinks are thus predicted to drift in the appropriate direction with velocity proportional to the temperature, in close agreement with numerical simulation. When contrasted by a mechanical bias, these entropic forces give rise to a rich phenomenology that includes configurational phase transitions, double-kink dissociation, and noise-directed signal transmission.
The Brownian motion of asymmetric solitons provides an analytically tractable example of how thermal fluctuations in extended systems may generate temperature dependent entropic forces, besides the customary stochastic forces responsible for diffusive processes.
Let us consider an elastic string at finite temperature, confined to a symmetric bistable potential subjected to an external tilt. The system overall is asymmetric; the minima of the tilted potential are separated by an energy gap De but, as long as the tilt may be treated as a perturbation, their curvatures remain the same. On bridging the two parallel valleys, the string forms symmetric solitons (kinks and antikinks); solitons are unstable under translations (namely, undergo Brownian motion driven by a drift force proportional to De), but their shape is not deformed appreciably [1] [2] [3] .
A different type of asymmetry manifests itself when the string potential is internally deformable [4] , so that the energy gap De may vanish, but the curvatures at the valley bottoms grow different. In this case the very profile of the string solitons is asymmetric and thermal fluctuations seem to push them sidewise, as noticed first in an earlier numerical study [5] . Effects related to this type of asymmetry have not been investigated any further even if they may affect dramatically the transport properties of string models of wide application in solid state physics (dislocations, magnetic flux lines in type-II superconductors), biophysics (neuron signal propagation, polymer chains) and statistical mechanics (domain walls in order-disorder transitions).
In this Letter, we address a fairly simple question. Look at the tilted bistable potential V͓f͔ in Fig. 1 with the left valley 1 lower but narrower than the right valley 2; suppose that the elastic string f͑x, t͒ rests across the potential barrier (centered at f f 0 ) so as to form a kink f 12 as shown, i.e., f 12 ͑x ! 2`͒ f 1 and f 12 ͑x ! 1`͒ f 2 ; let the string be subjected to equilibrium thermal fluctuations with temperature T and strong viscous coupling (without loss of generality we can restrict our discussion to the overdamped regime): In which direction will the kink f 12 drift under the combined action of the external tilt and the internal potential asymmetry?
A simple energetic argument, certainly valid in the ͑0 1 1͒D case of a single Brownian particle, suggests that f 12 ought to travel to the right as the string would sit preferably in the lower valley. We show here that the actual behavior of an asymmetric kink is more complicated and depends critically on the string temperature.
The string dynamics is modeled by the field equation
where c 0 is the limiting propagation speed of a phonon pulse, v 2 0 is the (maximum) potential barrier height, and F is a tunable external tilt, we introduce as an auxiliary control parameter for later use. The coupling to an equilibrium heat bath is characterized by the viscous damping constant a and the Gaussian noise z ͑x, t͒ with zero mean and autocorrelation function
The local minima f 1,2 of the bistable potential v Let us consider first the simpler case of an unbiased kink, that is a potential V 0 ͓f͔ with degenerate minima, say V 0 ͓f 1,2 ͔ 0, so that De 0. The corresponding unperturbed kink f 12 ͑x, t͒ is a solution of Eq. (1) with a T F 0 [i.e., zero right-hand side (rhs)]; its implicit form [6] x 2 ut
describes a relativistic quasiparticle with size d ϵ c 0 ͞v 0 , constant speed u with juj , c 0 , rest energy
and mass M 0 E 0 ͞c exert a net pressure on the kink f 12 . This property is apparent in the frequency range ͑v 2 , v 1 ͒: phonons impinging on the kink from the right get reflected back, thus nudging it to the left.
As the unbiased kink f 12 is unstable under small oscillations, we expect that thermal fluctuations push it to the left, likewise [5] . In order to estimate the ensuing thermal force F th acting upon the kink center of mass, we turn a stopping tilt F on, so that kinks f 12 and antikinks f 21 form a dilute gas in thermal equilibrium [i.e., zero net (anti)kink current]. In the transfer-matrix formalism [6] [7] [8] this corresponds to imposing the "tunnel-splitting" condition in the eigenvalue problem for the kink-antikink gas free-energy,
wherê H͓f͔ 2h
m ‫ء‬ ͑hv 0 c 0 ͞kT͒ 2 and V 0 is a T -dependent energy offset. Equations (6) and (7) describe a quantum particle with coordinate f and mass m ‫ء‬ confined to the asymmetric double-well V 0 ͓f͔ 1 V 0 and subjected to the additional stopping tilt F͞v 2 0 . Assume now that the two potential wells centered at f 1,2 may be approximated to nonoverlapping parabolic wells with curvature v parabolas vanishes under the following condition for the stopping tilt aF
As a consequence, the internal asymmetry effects on the soliton dynamics are equivalent to those produced by an external tilt F th with intensity aF th kT 2d
From the perturbation approach of Refs. [1, 2] we conclude that a tilted asymmetric f 12 (or f 21 ) undergoes Brownian motion with Langevin equation (LE)
where M 0 is the soliton mass, X͑t͒ is the coordinate of its center of mass, and j͑t͒ is a Gaussian noise source with zero mean and autocorrelation function ͗j͑t͒j͑0͒͘ 2aM 0 kT d͑t͒. In the zero tilt case, De 0, the thermal force 7aF th drives the kink (antikink) to the left (right) with stationary speed u th ,
independent of c 0 -being E 0~c0 v 0 , see Eq. (4). We summarize now the limitations implicit in our derivation of (9)- (11): (i) kinks and antikinks have been treated in the dilute gas approximation, kT ø E 0 , that is imposing low soliton densities n 0 ͑T͒ ø d 21 and nonrelativistic speeds ͗u 2 ͘ ø c 2 0 [7, 9] ; (ii) the stopping tilt F should not affect much the curvature of the minima of the tilted potential v 2 0 V 0 ͓f͔ 2 Ff, i.e., jaFj ø v 2 0 or, for Eq. (9) to apply, Dv͞v 0 ø c 0 v 0 ͞kT; (iii) the smaller energy quantumhv 2 of parabola 2 (we agreed to take Dv $ 0) must be larger than the tunnel-splitting energy e 1 e 0 in Eq. (6) , that is v 2 ͞v 0 ¿ dn 0 ͑T ͒ [6, 8] ; (iv) the soliton force 7aF th has been computed under the stronger assumption that the distance between valleys 1 and 2 of the tilted potential may be approximated to the unperturbed value a, i.e., v 1,2 * v 0 .
For a quantitative comparison with the theory above we simulated Eqs. (1) and (2) for the asymmetric double-well (ADW) potential of Ref. [5] :
The minima of V 0 ͓f͔ are located at f 1,2 61, its barrier is v 2 0 1 high and centered at f f 0 (see caption of Fig. 2 ). Our simulation code is a framework based on Numerical Python and custom C libraries; time integration is performed by means of a modified Mil'shtein algorithm (see caption of Fig. 3 and Ref. [9] ).
The kink center of mass X͑t͒, defined by f 12 ͑X, t͒ ϵ f 0 , is expected to fluctuate according to the LE (10) with De 0. The average kink velocity u ϵ ͗ᠨ x͘ is plotted in Fig. 2(c) as a function of the temperature: Our simulation data are closely reproduced by law (11) . It should be noticed that in the LE (10) temperature enters not only the random force j͑t͒, as customary in the theory of Brownian motion, but also the drift force 7aF th . This effect (not to be mistaken for a solitonic ratchet [10] ) is entropic in its nature, reflecting the tendency of the string to occupy the potential valley 2, where it may access the maximally disordered configurations compatible with its equilibrium temperature.
We are now in the position to answer the initial question about the direction of kink propagation in the tilted ADW potential of Fig. 1 , chosen for convenience of the form
with V 0 ͓f͔ given in Eq. (12) . The tilt in Eq. (13) tends to push f 12 to the right with constant driving force De Ӎ aF V , whereas the internal asymmetry of the ADW poten- tial exerts on f 12 a force (9) to the left proportional to kT. The two mechanisms are expected to balance one another at a critical temperature T c , such that kT c 2dDe
We investigated such a temperature controlled configurational transition by simulating the relaxation of a string initially distributed at random between valleys 1 and 2: The corresponding kinks (antikinks), no matter how numerous, drift to the right (left) for T , T c and vice versa for T . T c ; independently of the initial conditions, the string eventually collapses into one valley as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Such a transition is indeed very sharp; the critical temperature T c can be determined numerically with an accuracy that increases with the length of the simulation runs. After 10 8 integration steps, our simulation yields kT c 2.95 4 3.00 to compare with the estimate kT c Ӎ 3.05 obtained from prediction (14) [see Fig. 3(b) ].
Thermal forces may affect the stability properties of the asymmetric deformable periodic (ADP) potentials, too (see the example of Fig. 4) . The rich phenomenology of these double-well periodic potentials has been studied mostly numerically by many authors [4, 11] (for a review, see Ref. [3] ). In the absence of fluctuations stable kinks are those connecting two adjacent valleys 1 by crossing the enclosed valley 2; hence the notation f 121 employed in drift towards one another (the former to the right, the latter to the left), thus making f 121 stable. Vice versa a kink f 212 connecting two adjacent valleys 2 is unstable. This exhausts the stability problem, e.g., of the double sine-Gordon string [11] . For the ADP potential [4] 
in Fig. 4(a) , instead, the problem is complicated by the different curvatures v 1,2 of valleys 1 and 2 that, in view of our analysis, tend to pull f Fig. 4(b) ]. As a result, for T . T c thermal fluctuations stabilize valleys 2 over valleys 1.
The mechanism of stochastic stabilization introduced here applies also to situations where fluctuations are fed in externally. This is the case, for instance, of the neuron cable model in neurophysiology, lately investigated by physicists [12] in the framework of stochastic resonance [13] . The string f͑x, t͒ is replaced by a chain of linearly coupled bistable oscillators of the type (12) . The resulting array obeys a discretized version of the field equation (1), where z ͑x, t͒ is broken up into independent on-site noise sources z i ͑t͒. Internal asymmetry, e.g., f 0 fi 0 in an ADW chain (12) , is likely to make the cable model much more interesting: (i) sustained by strong fluctuations, a signal can be transmitted in an otherwise less favorable direction (i.e., against an external voltage) according to a threshold mechanism; (ii) suprathreshold fluctuations are likely to fuel signal propagation more effectively than they garble it.
